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Abstract Interactions between services may be globally captured by
choreographies. We introduce BPELgold supporting modeling interaction
choreography models using BPEL. We show the usage of BPELgold in an
enterprise service bus to ensure an executed message exchange complies
with a pre-defined choreography.

1

Introduction

Choreographies capture the interaction between services on a global perspective [1].
The behavior of services taking part in the choreography may be expressed by an
abstract process, which in turn models the public visible behavior. A choreography
model interconnects the communication activities of each abstract process and
hence forms an interconnection model. The second paradigm offered to model
choreographies is the interaction model paradigm. Here, a send/receive message
exchange is modeled as an atomic activity. The public visible behavior of each
participant is not shown any more. Details are presented in Sect. 2.
BPEL [2] and BPEL4Chor [3] are currently the only two choreography approaches tightly integrated in the Web service stack. In this paper, we present
BPELgold as a complement to BPEL4Chor: BPEL4Chor supports the interconnection-based modeling approach and BPELgold supports the interaction-based
modeling approach. “gold” is an abbreviation for global definition emphasizing
the global process consisting of interactions. We show that BPELgold fulfills
all requirements put on a choreography language. Subsequently, we show how
BPELgold can be integrated in an enterprise service bus to make it choreographyaware. By aligning BPELgold with established standards in the field of Web
service (e.g., BPEL, WSDL, XML), existing tooling as well knowledge may be
reapplied in a BPELgold setting.
On the one hand, choreographies capture the interaction between services
on a global perspective. On the other hand, an enterprise service bus (ESB) is
an standard-based integration platform [4]. For instance, all messages sent by
a service are routed through the ESB, which selects the appropriate endpoint.
∗
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Typically, an ESB is not aware of the choreography the service implementers
agreed upon before executing the services. This paper introduces the concept of
a choreography-aware enterprise service bus. A choreography-aware enterprise
service bus can detect violations of the choreography and can react accordingly.
Possible reactions include the interruption of the message transfer and informing
the participants that an error occurred in the choreography. For that purpose,
an extended choreography model can be modeled, which specifies reactions to
erroneous situations.
Consequently, this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview on the two choreography modeling paradigms. Subsequently, Sect. 3
introduces the choreography language BPELgold . It is evaluated against requirements on choreography languages in Sect. 4. The concept and implementation
of a choreography-aware enterprise service bus is presented in Sect. 5. Section 6
presents an overview on related work in the field of compliance with respect to
choreographies. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes and provides and outlook on future
work.

2

Choreography Modeling Paradigms

We use a choreography dealing with investment proposals as illustration. A customer talks to a financial consultant. The consultant recommends an investment
and hands over an investment proposal including information material. Governmental regulations require a time-window of at least 24 hours for the customer
to decide on the investment. After 24 hours have passed, the customer may sign
a contract. It is not allowed to receive a signature from the customer beforehand.
Figure 1 models the choreography using the interconnection model paradigm.
The notation used is the Business Process Model and Notation BPMN 2.0 [5].
The public visible behavior of each participant is modeled using a BPMN pool.
The communication elements are connected by message flows. The intermediate
event with the arrow label denotes that the choreography continues in the case
the customer votes for the investment. The choreography may also be expressed
using the interaction model paradigm. Figure 2 presents the choreography using
the BPMN 2.0 choreography notation. Here, pairs of sending and receiving elements are collapsed into one choreography task. The gray shaded participant
is the participant receiving the message. The event-based gateway denotes that
the decision whether to accept or reject the proposal is made available to the
consultant by the respective message.
The expressiveness of the two modeling paradigms “interaction-based modeling” and “interconnection-based modeling” is different [6]. On the one hand,
interconnection models allow modeling of incompatible processes or even processes for which no partner exists [7]. For instance, service A waits for a message,
but service B never sends that message. Decker and Weske [8] identified 8 antipatterns which can be expressed by interconnection models, but not in interaction
models. Wolf [7] studies the existence of partners for services, which is called
“controllability”. On the other hand, interaction models may introduce constraints,
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Figure 1. Investment Choreography: Interconnection Model (BPMN 2.0 Collaboration)
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Figure 2. Investment Choreography: Interaction Model (BPMN 2.0 Choreography)

which need to be locally enforced in interconnection models by adding additional
communication that is not captured in the original interaction model [9]. This
property is called “local enforceability”. For instance, if service A sends a message
to service B and the interaction model demands that subsequently service C
sends a message to service D, service C has to know when service B has received
the message. “Realizability” is an even stronger requirement, which demands that
all conversations produced by the interaction model must also be produced by
the corresponding interconnection models [10]. Lohmann and Wolf [11] showed
that the property of realizability is equal to the property of controllability.
Although the expressiveness of the two modeling paradigms is not equal,
there exist mappings from interaction models to interconnection models and
vice versa: Zaha et al. [9] present an approach of mapping interaction models
to interconnection models. As shown above, not all interaction models can
be mapped to interconnection models. Kopp et al. [12] show that sound and
safe BPMN models following the interconnection style and containing control
flow without exception handling can be mapped to interaction BPMN models
(iBPMN [13]). Having BPELgold at hand, the approaches may be adapted to map
BPEL4Chor models to BPELgold models and thus being able to switch between
the two modeling paradigms.
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Decker et al. [14] show 10 requirements put on choreography languages. An
evaluation using this requirements shows whether a language is suitable for
choreography modeling. Decker et al. [14] use these requirements to evaluate
current choreography languages including WS-CDL [15] and BPEL4Chor [3].
The result is, that WS-CDL fails in modeling an a priori unknown number
of participants and that the integration with orchestration languages such as
BPEL [2] is not given. BPEL4Chor on the other hand, fulfills all requirements.
These requirements themselves are mainly based on the service interaction
patterns [16]. These patterns list possible interactions between business processes.
We use the requirements to evaluate BPELgold and present them together with
the evaluation of BPELgold in Sect. 4.
BPMN 2.0 offers both the interconnection model paradigm (“BPMN collaborations”) and the interaction model paradigm (“BPMN choreography”).
Decker et al. [17] show the integration of BPMN interconnection models and
BPEL4Chor. There is currently no study about the integration of BPMN 2.0
interaction models and BPEL4Chor or BPELgold . This study is out of scope of
this paper as we focus on BPELgold and its integration in an enterprise service
bus. A first evaluation of BPMN 2.0 showed that it still does not support the
exchange of participant references between partners. Thus, BPEL4Chor and
BPELgold are ahead of BPMN 2.0 in this regard. A detailed evaluation of BPMN
2.0 and a comparison to BPELgold are our ongoing work.

3

BPELgold

BPEL4Chor extended BPEL to a choreography language supporting interconnection models. Thereby, a participant topology and a grounding artifact has been
added. We re-use these extensions to create a interaction choreography modeling
language based on BPEL.
A participant topology provides a view on the participants and the connections
between them. It consists of a list of participant types, a list of participants,
and a list of message links. Each participant type is associated with a BPEL
process describing the public visible behavior of this type. Thus, this artifact
is called “participant behavior description”. Concrete participants are listed
subsequently. Each is linked to a participant type and thus specifying its behavior.
BPEL4Chor also supports sets of participants, which enables modeling of an a
priori unknown number of participants in a choreography. Each participant in a
set is merely a reference to a concrete participant. In case a message is received
from a participant not being in the set, it is added to the set. Finally, the message
links connect communication activities of two participant behavior descriptions.
It also lists the name of the message being sent and the participant references
contained in the message (which may be empty).
BPEL4Chor is not bound to concrete WSDL service definitions: partnerLinks,
portTypes, and operations are not specified in the communication activities.
Instead, the message links establish the connection to the partner. When a
BPEL4Chor choreography is executed, the choreography description itself is not
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executed, but services implementing the behavior described by the participant
behavior descriptions. The services may be realized using BPEL, but they are
not required to do so. Nevertheless, the service needs to know about WSDL
information to be able to communicate with the partner service. This information
is provided by the grounding document. Here, a mapping from a message link
to a portType/operation pair is provided. This is then used to generate an
abstract BPEL process for each participant behavior description, where the
required partnerLinks are generated [14]. The abstract BPEL processes are
not executable by themselves. Internal activities such as assign activities or
invokations of internal services have to be added.
3.1

Participant Topology

BPELgold reuses the concept of the participant topology, but changes the way
of the description of the interaction. Instead of specifying the behavior of each
participant separately, an abstract BPEL process providing the interaction is
used. A reference to the process is provided in the topology by the attribute
gld:interactionDescription.
Figure 3 presents the topology for the investment choreography. First, the
different participant types “Consultant” and “Customer” are enumerated. Subsequently, the concrete participants “consultant” and “customer” of the respective
types are declared. In the participants element, multiple participantSet
elements may occur. Here, additional participants can be listed. The semantics
is that the participant are contained in the set. Here, a participant is merely a
reference to a participant in the set instead of a concrete participant. In case
a message is received from one participant out of a possible set of participants,
the reference to this participant is added to the set at the receivers’ side. The
list of participants and participant sets is followed by a list of message links. In
the investment choreography, there are three send/receive message exchanges
leading to three message links. Each message link takes a name, a sender, and a
receiver attribute. The name is unique and required for identification in the
interaction description. Additionally, a message link can take a participantRefs
attribute enabling the transfer of participant references. The attribute sender
may be replaced by the attribute senders, where a set of possible senders may
be specified. This enables modeling of an a priori unknown set of participants.
The sender may send a reference to himself to enable a reply back to him. In
case the reference is included in a set, this reference is added to the set at the
receiver’s side.
The participantSet element may be annotated with a forEach attribute.
This attribute indicates, that the referenced forEach iterates over the respective
sets. The current iterator is provided by a forEach attribute at a participant
reference contained in the set. This enables sending a message to multiple
participants. forEach is an activity of BPEL, which is used for iterating over a set
in a sequential or parallel way. The concrete action has to be modeled as activity
nested in the forEach activity. In case of BPELgold this is the gld:interaction
activity.
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<topology name="investment" gld:interactionDescription="inv:interactions">
<participantTypes>
<participant name="Consultant" />
<participant name="Customer" />
</participantTypes>
<participants>
<participant name="consultant" type="Consultant" />
<participant name="customer" type="Customer" />
</participants>
<messageLinks>
<messageLink name="investmentProposal"
sender="consultant" receiver="customer" />
<messageLink name="acceptance"
sender="customer" receiver="consultant" />
<messageLink name="rejection"
sender="customer" receiver="consultant" />
</messageLinks>
</topology>

Figure 3. Investment Choreography: BPELgold Participant Topology
3.2

Interaction Description

The main building block of the interaction description is the gld:interaction
activity. This activity is embedded as an extensionActivity in the BPEL
process. BPELgold uses one abstract BPEL process to capture the interactions
between the participants. An abstract BPEL process always follows an abstract
process profile. BPELgold introduces two profiles: (i) The “Abstract Process
Profile for Basic Interaction Models” and (ii) the “Abstract Process Profile for
Extended Interaction Models”. The basic profile enables specification for the
interactions between the participants and hence provides a true global view. The
extended profile allows additional communication starting from or targeted to
the global observer. A global observer observes the interactions made by the
participants of the choreography. In our case, this global observer is the enterprise
service bus.
The “Abstract Process Profile for Basic Interaction Models” forbids the usage
of BPEL’s standard communication activities and only allows gld:interaction
as communication activity. Hence, only the interaction between participants can
be modeled and the modeled process does not require an active global observer.
As the global observer has to track the choreography and uncertainty should not
be modeled, the profile requires that the expressions of conditions must be based
on data derived from exchanged messages and that all modifications from the
message receipt to the condition are modeled. For instance, required variable
assignment activities have to be modeled. The requirement ensures that the
global observer can evaluate the conditions for itself and thus properly keeps
track of the choreography. Opaque activities and attributes are allowed as long
as they do not infer with that requirement.
The “Abstract Process Profile for Extended Interaction Models” allows for
modeling the interactions between participants. In addition, the global observer
may actively participate in the choreography. Reasons include a communication of
faults in the choreography execution to participants, which are not notified of the
faults otherwise. Besides gld:interaction activities, the common BPEL com-
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munication activities are allowed. BPEL4Chor’s rules forbidding partnerLink,
portType, and operation still apply. In addition, the sender or receiver of such
a communication activity must be the GOLDobserver, which also must be listed
as participant in the participant topology. For these communication activities,
the message links specified by BPEL4Chor have to be used. The GOLDobserver
participant must not be used in message links referred to in gld:interaction
activities. As a consequence, this profile mixes interaction models and interconnection models together: The interaction between the participants is modeled
using the interaction paradigm and the interaction between the global observer
and the participants is modeled using the interconnection paradigm. The reason
is that the global observer takes a special role in the choreography as it knows
the status of the choreography and can also react accordingly if a participant
does not comply with the choreography or even disappears. A detailed discussion
is provided in Sect. 5.
The extended interaction models defines three standard faults:
gld:interactionInitiationFault, gld:interactionCompletionFault, and
gld:choreographyViolation. A gld:interactionInitiationFault is raised
if the interaction cannot be initiated by the sending participant. Reasons include that the participant itself crashed and does not recover, or that message
sending activity is on a dead path in the process and will never be executed. A
gld:interactionCompletionFault is raised if the message cannot be received
by the targeted participant. Reasons include that the participant crashed and
does not recover, a communication fault to the receiver occurred, or that the
message receiving activity is on a dead path in the process and will never be executed. Finally, a gld:choreographyViolation fault is raised if the CSB detects
a violation of the choreography. The reason is a message which is sent but not
allowed in the choreography definition.
A gld:interaction activity itself refers to a message link by the messageLink
attribute. The referred message link in turn states from which participant to
with other participant the message is sent. This indirection is inherited from
BPEL4Chor, where the connection between participants is also made at the
participant topology. The reuse enables a seamless integration with BPEL4Chor
described in Sect. 3.3. The child element correlations denotes the correlations
used in the interaction. Both the sender and the receiver use the same correlation
set. Each set may be initiated (yes) or an initiation may be forbidden (no). In
case it is unsure, whether the set has already been initiated, the value join may
be used. These options are derived from the BPEL specification, where the same
values are specified. BPELgold introduces the attributes senderInitiate and
receiverInitiate to enable a specification of the sender’s and the receiver’s
behavior according to correlation. The attribute value is transformed to the
initiate attribute of the respective communication activity in the respective
participant behavior description. The attribute may take the additional value n/a
to indicate that the correlation set is not used at the respective participant. For
instance, in our scenario, the customer is not required to use a correlation set as
he executes a receive/send message exchange only. Finally, an gld:interaction
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<process>
<sequence>
<extensionActivity>
<gld:interaction messageLink="investmentProposal">
<correlations>
<correlation set="cor" gld:senderInitiate="yes"
gld:receiverInitiate="n/a" />
</correlations>
</gld:interaction>
</extensionActivity>
<wait for="P1D" />
<pick>
<gld:onInteraction messageLink="acceptance">
<correlations>
<correlation set="cor" gld:senderInitiate="n/a" />
</correlations>
</gld:onInteraction>
<gld:onInteraction messageLink="rejection">
<correlations>
<correlation set="cor" gld:senderInitiate="n/a" />
</correlations>
</gld:onInteraction>
</pick>
</sequence>
</process>

Figure 4. Investment Choreography: BPELgold Interaction Description
activity may take the attribute variable to specify the message format (by the
type of the variable) and to enable choreography tracking by the global observer.
Figure 4 presents the interaction description of the investment choreography
using the basic profile. The correlation set used for communication is named cor,
initiated at the sender only. In our scenario, the customer executes a receive/send
message exchange only. If one regards the full choreography, the customer has
to send initiate a correlation set on his own at the acceptance interaction. This
ensures that the consultant reaches him to negotiate the details of the contract.
The pick activity uses gld:onInteraction branches, which replace BPEL’s
onMessage branches.
3.3

From BPELgold to Executable BPEL Processes

Going from BPELgold to executable BPEL processes is one way to enact the
choreography. Other ways include that each participant uses the choreography
description and implements the services in his favorite language. Nevertheless,
the created endpoints must be made available to the other participants in order
to enable them to reach the participant.
When using BPEL as implementation language, the way starting from
BPELgold is depicted in Fig. 5: A choreography is modeled using a BPELgold
participant topology, a BPELgold interaction description and optionally a grounding. A grounding provides a mapping from the message links to their concrete
WSDL implementation in the form of one concrete portType and one concrete
operation for each message link.
The BPELgold participant topology is transformed to a BPEL4Chor participant topology, where names for sending and receiving activities have to be
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Figure 5. From a BPELgold Choreography Description to Executable BPEL
Processes
generated. This generation is necessary as BPELgold has no knowledge of the
activities used at the participants. The process interaction description is transformed to participant behavior descriptions following the ideas presented in [9].
The main idea is to split an interactionActivity into an invoke and receive
activity. A pick is translated into an if at the sender’s side and to a pick at the
receiver’s side. For each gld:onInteraction branch, a condition branch in the
if activity is generated. The first activity in the condition branch is an invoke
activity. On the receiver’s side, each gld:onInteraction branch is transformed
to an onMessage branch. A detailed description of the transformation is out
of scope of this paper and will be presented in our future work. In case the
grounding description does not exist, it has to be created in order to gain a full
BPEL4Chor choreography description. This choreography description can now
be used to generate abstract BPEL processes as shown in [14]. These abstract
BPEL processes contain partnerLinks, portTypes, and operations at each
communication activity. The processes are abstract as they do not contain the
internal behavior of each participant. The abstract BPEL processes have to be
expanded in order to get executable BPEL processes. This is the only manual
refinement step.

4

Evaluation of BPELgold

In this section, we evaluate BPELgold using the requirements on choreographies [14], which in turn are based on the service interaction patterns [16]. Other
approaches to compare modeling languages are not tailored towards choreography languages, but towards orchestration languages. These approaches include
the workflow patterns [18], process instantiation patterns [19], correlation patterns [20], data handling patterns [21], exception handling patterns [22], and a
discussion regarding block-structured and graph-based modeling styles [23]. As
these patterns are not centered around choreographies, an evaluation using these
patterns is out of scope of this paper, but part of our future work.
In the following, we list each requirement of [14] and evaluate BPELgold
according to its fulfillment.
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R1. Multi-lateral interactions A choreography language has to support more
than two participants in a choreography. This is directly enabled by the BPELgold
topology.
R2. Service topology A choreography language should provide a structural
view, where the types and number of participants involved is provided. This
is directly supported by the participant and participantSet elements in
BPELgold ’s topology. In case the concrete number of instances are known from a
participant, it is listed multiple times as participant. A priori unknown numbers
are supported by the participantSet element.
R3. Service sets A choreography language must support modeling of an a
priori unknown arbitrary number of services. This is directly supported by the
participantSet element.
R4. Reference passing A choreography language must provide support for
passing references to participants to enable distribution of knowledge about participants. BPELgold supports this requirement by the attribute participantRefs
of a message link.
R5. Message formats It is possible to agree on concrete message formats
when agreeing on a choreography. Thus, a choreography language should support
the specification of message formats. BPELgold supports specification of message
formats by the variable attribute in the interactionActivity.
R6. Interchangeability of technical configurations Concrete WSDL portTypes
and WSDL operations typically vary from implementation to implementation
even if the implementation itself offers the same functionality. Thus, a choreography language should support changing the concrete identifiers. BPELgold enables
this by the concept of grounding.
R7. Time constraints A choreography has to offer constructs for modeling
time constraints. This is offered by BPEL’s wait activity and the onAlarm branch
of a pick activity and the event handler of a scope. Hence, this requirement is
supported by BPELgold .
R8. Exception handling Typically, there is a separation of the “happy path”
through a process and the exception path. BPELgold allows using the scope
construct of BPEL thus enables explicit modeling of exception handling.
R9. Correlation A process may be instantiated multiple times, each taking
part in different choreographies. Thus, a choreography language has to be able to
specify the identifiers used for correlation. This is enabled by the correlationSet
specification at the interactionActivity.
R10. Integration with service orchestration languages BPEL is the de-facto
standard to implement business processes based on Web services. Therefore,
choreography languages must allow an integration with BPEL, including generation of BPEL processes out of choreographies. Section 3.3 showed that BPEL
processes can be generated out of a BPELgold choreography description.
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Choreography-aware Enterprise Service Bus

A traditional ESB does not know whether the message it currently routes is part
of a conversation. Thus, it cannot react on messages out of band. In contrast,
a choreography-aware enterprise service bus (CSB for short) is aware of the
choreography and can react accordingly. A CSB should act transparent to the
participants. There are use-cases, however, where participants with knowledge
about the choreography-awareness of the bus allow enhanced solutions. We refer
to such participants as choreography-aware participants (CAP for short). A CAP
offers an interface to the CSB, where the CSB may request information or inform
the CAP of events not captured in the choreography definition. For instance, a
CSB may ask the CAP whether it still runs. In case a CAP is not running any
more, the whole choreography cannot be enacted further. Thus, the CSB informs
the other CAPs that the choreography faulted. The CAPs in turn can take
appropriate fault handing actions including a termination of the process taking
part in the choreography. A CAP can also push information on interactions to
the CSB. Thus, it can inform the CSB whether an interaction has been skipped.
The CSB can then check whether this complies with the choreography definition
and take appropriate actions.
We implemented a prototype of an choreography-aware enterprise service bus
based on Apache ServiceMix 3.3.1 [24] and call it CASmix—Choreography-Aware
Servicemix. We did not change any of ServiceMix code. All extensions were
implemented through the extension mechanisms and Java Business Integration
components. For tracking the state of the choreography, we extended the Apache
ODE engine [25] to ODEgold . The overall architecture and the message flow of
one message in CASmix from a participant A to a participant B denoted by the
steps 1 to 8 in the diagram.
A binding component provides connectivity to services located outside of the
bus. Thus, the message of participant A is received by the binding component
(step 1), transforms the message to a normalized message and puts it on the
normalized message router (step 2). All communication internal of ServiceMix is
based on normalized messages. The CASmix Message Interceptor is plugged into
the normalized message router and inspects each message being put on the bus
(step 3). It checks whether the message belongs to a choreography instance. This
is done by checking with the CASmix Choreography Manager, which stores and
provides information about the currently deployed choreography descriptions.
The CASmix Choreography Manager also keeps track of currently running
choreographies and is responsible for the fault propagation to choreography-aware
participants. In case the message does not belong to a choreography, the CASmix
Message Interceptor releases the message unchanged to the normalized message
router (step 4). The message then is handed over to the binding component of
participant B (step 5’), where it is sent to participant B (step 6’). In case the
message belongs to a choreography, the target endpoint is changed to ODEgold
and the original endpoint is stored at a message property. The message is
put back to the normalized message router (step 4), where it is forwarded to
ODEgold (step 5). ODEgold checks whether there is a matching active receive
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Figure 6. CASmix: Components and Message Routing

activity. In case there is no such activity, the choreography is violated and a
gld:choreographyViolation fault is thrown in the outermost scope of the
respective choreography instance. In case an explicit fault handler is modeled, the
specified activities are executed. In case no explicit fault handler is modeled, the
choreography is terminated and (by using the CASmix Choreography Manager),
all choreography-aware participants are notified. In case ODEgold finds a matching
choreography instance for the message, the message is routed to the instance
and processed there. Otherwise, ODEgold identified a choreography model which
can be instantiated with the message and the message can be processed there.
After processing, the message is put pack to the normalized message router with
the original recipient (step 6). A flag in the message indicates that the CASmix
Message Interceptor is not required to redirect the message to ODEgold again.
Thus, the message flows via a binding component (step 7) to the participant B.
We have identified three ways to provide support for the gld:interaction
activity and the gld:onInteraction branch in Apache ODE. (i) ODE’s mechanism for implementing the behavior of an extensionActivity, (ii) implementing the extension directly in the runtime, and (iii) transforming each
gld:interaction activity and gld:onInteraction branches into native BPEL
activities. As ODE does not support extensions for the behavior of pick activities,
the gld:onInteraction branch cannot be implemented using an extension mechanism. Thus, approach (i) cannot be taken. Implementing the extensions directly
in Apache ODE is a change in ODE’s internals and leads to code duplication as
the sending and the receipt of messages have to be re-implemented. Therefore, we
dropped option (ii). Finally, we opted for option (iii) and transform the BPELgold
model to a standard BPEL model.
Figure 7 shows how a gld:interaction activity is transformed to standard
BPEL. The onMessage element on line 3 is used to receive the specified message. The operation name opName and the variable name varName is a uniquely
name within the choreography definition. The CASmix Message Interceptor
changes the destination of a message accordingly. In line 5 the endpoint reference
of the original recipient from the message header is assigned to the partner
link. In line 5 the message to the recipient is sent. ODE also propagates communication faults into the process [26], thus a fault occurring at the invoke
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<pick>
<!-- regular interaction -->
<onMessage partnerLink="inboundPL" operation="opName" variable="varName">
<sequence>
<assign><!-- copy original target epr to outboundPL --></assign>
<invoke partnerLink="outboundPL" operation="opName" variable="varName">
<catchAll>
<throw>gld:interactionCompletionFault</throw>
</catchAll>
<invoke>
</sequence>
</onMessage>
<!-- notification from ChoreographyManager -->
<onMessage partnerLink="chorManagerInbound" operation="opNameInteractionFailed" />
<throw>gld:interactionInitiationFault</throw>
</onMessage>
</pick>

Figure 7. gld:interaction mapped to Standard BPEL Activities (without
correlation, simplified)

activity denotes a communication fault. This fault is propagated by throwing an
gld:interactionCompletionFault (line 8). In case the CASmix Choreography
Manager detects that a participant cannot initiate the interaction any more, it
sends a message to ODEgold . This message is received by the onMessage in line 14
and leads to a propagation in the gld:interactionInitiationFault. A similar
transformation is done for a gld:onInteraction element. Opaque activities are
deleted from the process and opaque assignments, too. As the profile definition
itself ensures that values for variables are available for conditions, these deletions
do not alter the behavior of the choreography. The other elements of the process
are transformed one by one.
When a fault occurs and no explicit exception handling is modeled, the
CSB has to inform all participants. They can then trigger their individual error
handling. Propagating a fault to CAP is achieved using the interface offered by
the CAP. For non-choreography aware participants we have to distinguish three
possibilities: (i) fault messages may be sent, (ii) erroneous messages may be sent,
and (iii) future interactions may be blocked. In case the participant is expecting
a message and the respective operation supports fault messages, one of them may
be sent by the bus. If no fault message is expected, the bus may send a message
of the expected type and fill all parameters with erroneous values (such as empty
strings or 0), which in turn leads to a fault in the participants process. In case
the participant is currently expecting no messages, we just block any further
messages of it and reply with faults or faulty messages, respectively.

6

Related Work

WS-CDL has been introduced to capture choreographies in the field of Web
services. It follows the interaction modeling approach. It has been criticized for
not supporting all service interaction patterns [27], for the impossibility to specify
an a priori unknown number of participants [27], and for not being integrated with
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BPEL [28]. Based on WS-CDL, Fredlund [29] present a tool for debugging WSCDL specifications and to check WS-CDL models against a property formulated
as safety automaton. It is not possible to use his tool for runtime checking
during the execution of a choreography. Kang et al. [30] extended WS-CDL to
support its execution. They mainly added variable initialization to WS-CDL and
called it WS-CDL+ . As messages are received and sent, WS-CDL+ is a kind
of orchestration language without the full capabilities of BPEL. An overview
on current available choreography language and an evaluation is presented by
Decker et al. [14]. There is no language based on BPEL following the interaction
modeling paradigm.
We sketched the concept of a choreography-aware service bus in [31]. This
paper extends the work in (i) providing a concrete language for choreography
modeling and (ii) presenting a proof-of-concept implementation of a choreographyaware enterprise service bus.
Conformance between a choreography and an orchestration can be checked
at design time [32–35]. The approaches assume that at least the public behavior
description of each service used is available. That might not be possible in
case services provided by other companies not offering the code of the deployed
implementations. Thus, the approaches cannot prove whether the opaque service
implementation adheres to the choreography specification.
Alberti et al. [36] present an approach based on a computational logic for
runtime conformance verification. The language does not support an a priori
unknown number of participants and the concrete integration to the ESB is not
shown. Rozinat and van der Aalst [37] show a conformance approach based on
Petri process models. They provide metric definitions of the degree of conformance
to the specified model. The support of an a priori unknown number of participants
and the integration to the ESB is not shown.
Gheorghe et al. [38] combine enforcement capabilities of a BPEL engine with
the ones of an enterprise service bus (ESB). Gheorghe et al. monitor the execution
of the process and the message exchange using events, which trigger actions
if a certain rule is matched. The actions include altering the process instance
and modification of messages. Thus, the possible violations are modeled in a
declarative way. This is similar to the approach taken by Montali et al. [39],
which offer a declarative way to specify choreographies. In our approach, we
opt for the explicit way of specifying choreographies. Once a choreography is
explicitly specified, it is not required any more to specify additional declarative
properties to ensure compliance: The modeled choreography artifact can directly
used to check compliance and take necessary actions.
The work of Gheorghe et al. [38] builds on the work presented by Gheorghe
et al. [40]. There, the ESB part of [38] is detailed. The work of Birukou et al. [41]
also describes a solution for compliance checking at an ESB. Here, the events
produced by a BPEL engine are put to the ESB, where the events are logged
and analyzed by a business intelligence engine and by a complex event processing
engine. That approach also does not rely on a choreography description to check
for compliance with the service interaction to the choreography model.
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Daniel et al. [42] survey on business compliance checking, where runtime
compliance is a part of. No work uses a choreography description language supporting all choreography requirements by Decker et al. and uses the choreography
description itself at the ESB to check for compliance.
A survey on the history on protocol design is provided at by von Bochmann [43].
Although the authors do not explicitly mention the modeling style used, the
models presented there follow the interconnection modeling approach.
The S-BPM language PASS (as presented by Fleischmann [44]) builds on the
interconnection model paradigm. There currently is no evaluation whether the
interaction modeling paradigm is suitable for the S-BPM approach, too.

7

Conclusion and Outlook

This paper presented BPELgold as alternative to WS-CDL and BPEL4Chor
tightly integrated in the Web service stack. Similar to WS-CDL it supports
the interaction modeling approach, but supports all common requirements on
choreography languages. Similar to BPEL4Chor it builds on the control flow
constructs of BPEL, but follows the interaction modeling paradigm instead of
the interconnection modeling paradigm.
After presenting BPELgold and an evaluation of it, we gave an overview on
CASmix, a choreography-aware service bus. We have shown how a BPELgold
choreography description can be deployed on CASmix enabling tracking of
the choreography and reacting on derivations of the choreography. Neither we
measured the efficiency choreography design using BPELgold nor measured the
cost of the additional message flow through the ODEgold component and leave
that as future work.
The current limitation of CASmix is the missing enforcement of choreographies.
For instance, if messages are sent out of order, it may be the case that CASmix puts
the choreography in a faulting state instead of holding the message back until it
can be handled by the choreography. Thus, future work is a detailed investigation
on possible implementation strategies for choreography-aware enterprise service
buses. This includes a transformation of BPELgold models to state machines,
where a choreography-aware enterprise service bus can keep track the changes
without the need of a customized BPEL engine.
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